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SAFE GAMBLING… 

Anyone who partakes in games of chance and 

betting has discovered an exciting activity for 

entertainment and recreational purposes, which, 

however, can have its downsides. This is due to 

the fact that there is a risk of sliding into behavi-

our that is difficult or impossible to control, which 

can lead to problems for the persons concerned 

and their social environment.

If you too are of the opinion that gambling/bet-

ting is becoming a burden to you or if you already 

have been invited to a conversation with one of 

our trained advisors, this brochure will provide 

you with valuable assistance. The purpose of 

the information contained within is to convey the 

correct handling of gambling/betting.

Please take the opportunity to deal with your 

gambling behaviour in order to stay in control at 

all times! Should this reading material not answer 

all of your questions, please get in touch with our 

trained advisors, who are happy to be at your di-

sposal at any time.

PA ENTERTAINMENT &  
AUTOMATEN AG ACCEPTS 
RESPONSIBILITY…

PA Entertainment & Automaten AG operates 

with full knowledge that gambling must be ac-

companied by the strongest possible sense of 

responsibility. To achieve these high standards 

our employees regularly participate in external 

and internal training sessions concerning the to-

pic of gambling and, in particular, child welfare 

protection.



CONTROLLED GAMING…

The access system of the PA Entertainment & 
Automaten AG is an electronically controlled 

system that gives gambling access to registered 

persons. This system records the number of visits 

as well as the precise gambling time spent on the 

machines. When, in the process, a pre-specified 

value is exceeded, with respect to the frequency 

of visits and the time spent gambling, the system 

will give a warning concerning the possibility of 

becoming addicted to gambling. PA Entertain-
ment & Automaten AG will assess this warning, 

inform the persons concerned about the dan-

gers of excessive gambling and provide them 

with contact information for excellent advisory 

and treatment facilities.

In addition to the social control carried out by our 

trained staff, the access system is a valuable ins-

trument to call attention to the possible risks of 

gambling in a timely manner and to make gam-

bling safer.

THE JOKER’S CARD…

The JOKER’S CARD is an electronic identificati-

on card and provides you with protected access 

to gambling. By providing the JOKER’S CARD, 

PA Entertainment & Automaten AG meets the 

statutory obligations to record client data and to 

preemptively accompany gambling behaviour. 

Furthermore, you have the option to inform your-

self about your current gambling status by using 

our Internet home page or our free smartphone 

app.

As the owner of a JOKER’S CARD it is especial-

ly important for you to choose a secure place of 

storage to prevent loss, theft or damage of or to 

the card. If, however, you should lose the card, 

it is possible to have a new JOKER’S CARD is-

sued by submitting your personal data. The pre-

vious card will be rendered invalid automatically 

to prevent misuse by third parties. Nevertheless, 

in case of unauthorized use of the JOKER’S 
CARD, your card will be blocked at all locations.

Controlled gambling means to act with personal 

responsibility. For this reason, please consider 

our tips for responsible gambling/betting and in-

vest only as much time and money as your finan-

cial and social obligations permit. PA Entertain-
ment & Automaten AG‘s advisors are happy 

to help you preemptively so that your gambling 

behaviour does not get out of control in the first 

place. 



COUNSELLING…

PA Entertainment & Automaten AG‘s advisors  

are trained prevention consultants who will sup-

port you in case you have any questions or prob-

lems relating to the topic of gambling. They can 

also recommend psycho-social and clinical 
facilities as well as debtor advisory offices. 

COOPERATION WITH  
INDEPENDENT EXPERTS…

PA Entertainment & Automaten AG works in 

close cooperation with therapeutic and clinical 

facilities, institutions and universities. Only regu-

lar and fruitful exchange of experiences with ex-

perts will do justice to PA Entertainment & Auto-
maten AG‘s commitment to constantly improve 

protective measures for gamblers. 

SELF-TEST…

By answering some simple questions, a self-test 

gives you the option to determine whether your 

gambling or betting behaviour might become 

problematic. 

SELF-TEST…

If you have answered one or two questions with 

“Yes” you should be vigilant in monitoring your 

own behaviour. If you have answered multiple 

questions with “Yes” we recommend that you 

seek help from  PA Entertainment & Automa-
ten AG‘s trained staff. In that case, call our free  

Helpline (0800 20 6000) or contact the advi-

sory facilities listed on the last page. 

Do you think about gambling a lot?

Do you increase your stake in order to 
make the game more exciting for yourself?

Have you already tried limiting your gam-
bling many times but without success?

Do you feel irritated or uneasy when 
attempts are made to restrict your gam-
bling?

Are you trying to escape from negative 
feelings or problems by gambling?

Do you try to offset gambling losses by 
further gambling?

Do you conceal your gambling problems 
from attachment figures?

Are you endangering your relationships to 
persons close to you or your professional 
outlook by gambling?

Do you procure money from other persons 
in order to offset your financial problems?

YES NO
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DO YOU NEED HELP AND ADVICE? 
PLEASE CALL OUR  

FREE HELPLINE!  
0800 20 6000



(SELF-) CONTROL  
IS BETTER!

LIMIT YOUR  
GAMBLING TIME

You are free to restrict your gambling time by 

yourself. For this purpose, PA Entertainment & 
Automaten AG provides you with the option to 

reduce your maximum daily gambling time and 

to use the opportunity of taking a one-day bre-

ak. The obvious advantage of this is that you can 

plan your visits in a self-regulating manner. To 

voluntarily limit your gambling time, please visit 

a PA Entertainment & Automaten AG location. 

There you can make the desired restrictions with 

the assistance of one of our employees. 

VOLUNTARY  
MAXIMUM LOSS LIMIT

The voluntary maximum loss limit gives you the 

opportunity to set weekly or monthly financial 

limits for yourself. Once the agreed amount is 

reached, you will be excluded from gambling for 

the remaining period of time. The advantage of 

this measure is that you can keep an eye on your 

gambling behaviour and your expenses. To set a 

maximum loss limit, please visit a PA Entertain-
ment & Automaten AG location. There you can 

make the desired restrictions with the assistance 

of one of our employees. 

VOLUNTARY  
SELF-EXCLUSION

You yourself are responsible for performing a 

self-exclusion. You will not be able to gamble for the 

duration of the period that you have chosen. Your 

self-exclusion can only be lifted after the chosen peri-

od has expired. To carry out a voluntary self-exclusion, 

please visit a PA Entertainment & Automaten AG 

location. There you can block your JOKER’S 
CARD with the assistance of one of our emplo-

yees. 



INFORMATION 
FOR RELATIVES

It is of utmost importance that the gambler ma-

kes the decision to set a gambling time limit, to 

set a maximum loss limit or to carry out a volun-

tary self-exclusion by themselves. However, rela-

tives should use the opportunity to bring these 

options to the gambler’s attention.

WHEN THE SOCIAL  
ENVIRONMENT IS AT STAKE...

Relatives, friends or partners are always affected 

when gambling becomes a problem or when, in 

a worst case scenario, gambling develops into 

an addiction. Gambling is a serious illness that 

often advances slowly – just as becoming aware 

of the magnitude of the problem. It is essential to 

face the issue and to encourage the gambler to 

seek help instead of denying that there is a prob-

lem or being judgmental.

CAUTION IS ADVISED WHEN…

�� gambling/betting always comes first and 

family, friends and the job are pushed into 

the background

�� the person concerned spends more and 

more time gambling/betting

�� money becomes short or debts arise

�� the person concerned gambles/bets in order 

to feel better

�� the person concerned gambles/bets to earn 

money

�� the person concerned gambles/bets with 

borrowed money or with sums of money that 

were already intended for other purposes 

(e.g. rent, repairs, presents for children)

�� gambling/betting is being concealed

�� the person concerned seems increasingly 

irritable, aggressive or unhappy when he or 

she is not able to gamble

Often, feelings like fear, shame or guilt among 
the social environment are connected to the 
fact that a relative is developing or has de-
veloped a gambling addiction. In the worst 
case scenario, this leads to a complete refusal 
of help.



WHAT RELATIVES 
SHOULD NOT DO: 

 � Lend money to or take over loans for the 

person concerned

 � Tell lies on behalf of the gambler or play 

down the consequences

 � Confront the person concerned with their 

gambling addiction in a reproachful manner

 � If you are related to a person with a gambling 

addiction you cannot make the decision 

for them to stop gambling/betting or to be 

voluntarily blocked. But you can trust your 

perceptions and help to solve the problem 

by breaking the silence!

 � Whether you are the person concerned or a 

relative, please use the facilities listed in this 

brochure to arrange a non-committal con-
versation and to receive some counselling 

in this difficult situation. 
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SUCHTBERATUNG OBERSTEIERMARK

Krottendorfergasse 1

8700 Leoben

03842/44474

INSTITUT GLÜCKSSPIEL & ABHÄNGIGKEIT
LANDESGESCHÄFTSTELLE SALZBURG

Emil-Kofler-Gasse 2

5020 Salzburg

0662/87 40 30 0

You can find more counseling centres in your 

proximity on www.glueckundverantwortung.at 

or with our JOKER’s App

Disclaimer:

PA Entertainment & Automaten AG 

Kärntnerstraße 555 � 8054 Seiersberg

www.pa-ag.at � office@pa-ag.at

FACHSTELLE FÜR GLÜCKSSPIELSUCHT  
STEIERMARK

Dreihackengasse 1

8020 Graz

0664/9643692

www.fachstelle-gluecksspielsucht.at

DROGENBERATUNG DES LANDES  
STEIERMARK

Friedrichgasse 7

8010 Graz

Glücksspielhotline 0650 32 60 444

COUNSELLING CENTRES



www.glueck und verantwortung.at

SUSTAINABLE
BY CHOICE

SCAN QR-CODE
NOW AND DOWNLOAD
JOKER Ś APP FOR FREE!

HELPLINE
(�0800 20 6000

free of charge from all over Austria


